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The Soviet Union has r
ions that it
may be ready to offer
eas or
flexibility
with respect to the ma
clear arm
eas addressed at
Reykjavik and those un
otiation a
uclear and Space
Talks (NST) in Geneva. Based upon the advice of my most senior
advisors, I would like to probe this possibility quietly if
appropriate opportunities present themselves.
(TS)
The U.S. objective in any such activity is to secure reductions
in nuclear arms by means of verifiable agreements and to see if
the Soviet Union wishes to offer any
ideas to that end. The
primary task is to determi
whether
Union has
additional flexibility t
would pe
to be made at
the negotiating table
(
Assuming that the So
on is
fort, we
should anticipate
11 tak
ith
confidence the in
hat ha
y the Soviets
and to achieve the
s outl
fore, the
pace of U.S. actions
be adj
ent. Our
listen
first task is to elici
Soviet Union
may have to offer.
In
so, we
necessary to
understand fully the r
f Sovie
ncluding
Soviet interest in a c
nt not t
need defenses
for a period shorter t
10-year
ggested at
Reykjavik. Any probing should be done in a manner that cannot be
construed to commit the U.S. to any specific course of action at
this time.
(TS)
At the same time, we should be prepared to indicate that the U.S.
still believes the best course of action for both sides would be
to agree upon and implement the 50% reduction in U.S. and Soviet
strategic forces in five y
s as dis
agreed at the
highest levels, in Reykja
Dur in
of reductions,
the United States would
epared
otiations in
the appropriate fora
ull ra
oviet
uctio
proposals -- from fu
nsive forces
with a transition t
a sing
eployment
of, advanced defe
ociat
conventional and ch
ces.
d make it
clear that we also be i
sides would
at th
be served by moving fo
ith an
INF area as
soon as possible, indep
of pr
(TS)

